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Abstract:
Atomic coherence-state phase conjugation is studied via optical coherent transient phenomena, in
Tm+3: YAG. The theoretical framework is a semi-classical perturbative approach to time-domain wave
mixing in an inhomogeneously broadened two-level atomic system. Phase conjugation occurs between
coherence-state pathways associated with the stimulated photon echo and the so-called ‘virtual’ echo.
The pathway associated with the virtual echo is experimentally shown to exist for causal time domains
through its coherence decay and optical processing relations to the stimulated photon echo pathway. A
conjecture is presented which links phase conjugation to a correspondence symmetry between spatial
and frequency holography. 
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ABSTRACT

Atomic coherence-state phase conjugation is studied via optical coherent transient 
phenomena, in Tm+3: YAG. The theoretical framework is a semi-classical perturbative 
approach to time-domain wave mixing in an inhomogeneously broadened two-level 
atomic system. Phase conjugation occurs between coherence-state pathways associated 
with the stimulated photon echo and the so-called ‘virtual’ echo. The pathway associated 
with the virtual echo is experimentally shown to exist for causal time domains through its 
coherence decay and optical processing relations to the stimulated photon echo pathway. 
A conjecture is presented which links phase conjugation to a correspondence symmetry 
between spatial and frequency holography.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

The investigation of resonant interactions between light and matter has 

illum inated dynamics which make it possible to store and process the spectral (energetic) 

character of light in a crystalline environment1"9. This is achieved through a quantum 

mechanical analog to traditional spatial holography, know as spatial-spectral holography 

(S-S-H), or time and space domain holography. The spectral information of a coherent 

‘object’ light pulse is stored in the absorption spectrum of an inhomogeneously 

broadened two-level atomic system'(IBA) by interfering it with a brief ‘reference’ pulse 

inside the medium. A spatial-spectral population grating ensues, which may be 

illuminated at a later time by a brief ‘recall’ pulse. The recall pulse stimulates a 

coherence-state evolution that emits a time-domain replica of the object pulse. This 

spatial-spectral holographic event is !mown as the stimulated photon echo (SPE)

Motivation

In the mathematical formulation where the SPE is considered an optical coherent 

transient (OCT), the coherence-state stimulated by the recall pulse contains multiple 

terms that are conjugate in their phase evolution. These terms correspond to pathways of



the medium’s response to waveform perturbations. One set of the coherence state 

pathways corresponds to the SPE event, while the other set appears to promote an echo 

event prior to the recall pulse, known as the ‘virtual’ echo (VE). The VE, being a non- 

causal event, does not exist. This set of coherence-state paths, called here the virtual 

coherence (VC), was first postulated in spin echo studies of magnetic resonance 

phenomena10.

Although the VE does not exist, the research presented in this thesis indicates that 

after pulse 3, the medium evolves in every way as if the virtual echo had occurred.

A quantified relationship between the phase conjugate sets of coherence state 

pathways has, we believe until now, not been demonstrated in a solid material. In an 

aqueous medium it is possible to heterodyne (phase) detect portions of both the SPE and 

VE11. However, these methods are fundamentally limited in their ability to detect full 

echo events associated with the conjugate coherence-state pathways and are not in 

general applicable to a solid-state medium12.

In this study, echoes resulting from the conjugate paths are recorded and 

characterized in a crystal lattice environment. Unlike the measurements of reference 

[11], fully rephased stimulated echo signals are detected. This is achieved through a six 

wave-mixing technique that introduces another pulse into the medium after the SPE. 

This has the effect of inverting the phase evolution of the coherence-state pathways such 

that echo signals associated with all pathways are produced. The conjugate pathways are 

characterized through their six-wave mixing signals. .
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The organization of this thesis is as follows: in chapter 2, theoretical 

considerations, beginning with a general overview of spatial and spatial-spectral 

holography, are introduced. The remainder of chapter 2 develops time-domain four-wave 

mixing theory (TD4WM). This approach illuminates the multiple pathways of the 

medium’s response to optical waveform interaction. Experimental techniques and 

considerations are presented in chapter 3 along with results. Chapter 4 concludes the

thesis.



CHAPTER 2

THEORY

Spatial Holography

In classical (spatial) thin film holography, the interference pattern of two beams 

(object and reference), is recorded in the absorption spectrum of a holographic medium1' 

(see Figure 2.1).

E  Reference

Figure 2.1: The interference between object and reference waveforms is recorded in
the holographic medium.
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The primary distinction between holography and photography is that the 

hologram is able to spatially store the phase relationship between the two beams. The 

interference pattern is stored in the intensity profile of the medium. 'In complex notation 

the interference terms of the intensity profile are conjugate in phase, ensuring that the 

intensity and recorded interference grating is real:

F + Ereference objectI n te n s i ty  =

= E 2 + E 2 + E E e i<Preltt,ivAx) + E E  e~ itprelalivê
(I)

The holographic images are formed by scattering a third 'recall' beam (identical 

to the reference beam) through the medium. This beam will scatter into two first order 

waveforms representing a recreation of the object wave and a wavefront that is phase 

conjugate to the object.

The electric field amplitude of the output may be expressed as:

T ran sm isio n  [non -d iffrac ted  term s]

+ E  +  E  ^E -
(2)

Equation (2) assumes that Erecall = Ereference -  Erei<PrM. The two diffracted terms of

Equation (2) are phase conjugate with respect to the object wavefront. The scattered 

waveforms are known as the real and virtual image. The virtual image spatially diverges 

away from the hologram, appearing to converge behind the scattering center. The real 

image converges to produce an inverted (pseudoscopic) recreation of the object 

wavefront, as depicted in Figure 2.2.
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First order virtual image Zero order non-diffracted

Figure 2.2: Illumination of the hologram at a later time by a ‘recall’ beam (identical to
the reference beam) results in two first-order diffracted waveforms.

Spatial-Spectral Holography

In spatial-spectral holography (SSH), also known as time and space domain 

holography, the interference of object and reference pulsed waveforms is recorded as a 

frequency dependent absorption spectrum of the spectral holographic medium. This is 

achieved by separating the object and reference pulses in time by a delay, t2\. At a later 

time, a ‘recall’ pulse interacts with the spatial-spectral holographic grating and a 

reproduction of the object pulse is emitted, T2I later. The delayed waveform is known as 

the stimulated photon echo (SPE). The time delay behavior of the echo event is related to
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the spatial-spectral holographic medium being inhomogeneously broadened in its 

electronic absorption spectrum.

Spectral Broadening

A crystal lattice, having defects and irregularities, provides slightly different 

electronic potential environments to the active guest ions, serving to statically perturb 

their electronic energy states. The ensemble of dopant ions then have a spectral 

absorption profile broader than the ‘natural’ homogenous profile of a single ion 

embedded in an ideal matrix. The system is then inhomogeneously broadened as 

depicted in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Individual absorbers experience slightly different lattice environments
resulting in a shift of their resonant energy (above). The overall effect is an 
inhomogeneous broadening (below).
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Due to the random nature of the inhomogeneous broadening, the absorption 

profile is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with linewidth A/i, whereas the 

homogenous profile, due to dynamic perturbations and uncertainty, is modeled as a 

Lorentzian distribution with linewidth A/k-

Both the static inhomogeneous broadening and the dynamic homogenous 

broadening contribute to the SPE event, but in very different ways. The homogenous 

contribution promotes irreversible dynamic relaxation processes and will be considered in 

Chapter 3. The inhomogeneous broadening promotes coherence-state dephasing 

(inhomogeneous dephasing) between the various frequency components of the object 

pulse. This inhomogeneous dephasing is crucial to the time-delayed behavior of the 

spatial-spectral holography. In order to understand how inhomogeneous broadening is 

responsible for the time delay of the echo, we view the entire process as time-domain 

four-wave mixing.

Time-Domain Four Wave-Mixing

The time-domain four wave-mixing process of this work introduces 3 input 

waveforms to interact with a nonlinear medium, which then emits a new field, the 

response of the system. The SPE is one such time-domain four-wave mixing (4WM) 

signal. A typical input scheme in a SPE experiment consists of three temporally unique, 

angled pulses spatially overlapping in an interaction volume of the IB A. (see Figure 2.4).
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D  e t e c t o rI n p u t  s e q u e n c e

Sample

T32 T 2 1

Figure 2.4: A possible time-domain four-wave mixing input scheme for a stimulated
photon echo experiment. The detector is placed according to the spatial phase-matching 
conditions.

The first two input pulses, with wave vectors k, and k2 respectively, interfere in 

the IBA causing a spatial and frequency dependant absorption grating with period 1/t2i, 

where T2 1 is the temporal delay between pulse one and two. Pulse I creates a coherence- 

state in the medium. The Fourier limited energy spectrum of pulse I interacts resonantly 

with the inhomogeneously broadened dopant ions of the !BA. The homogeneous 

frequency components of the coherence-state have an oscillating phase evolution with 

frequency proportional to their resonant transition. Because of this, the inhomogeneously 

broadened ensemble undergoes relative dephasing, called inhomogeneous dephasing. 

The reference pulse then takes the inhomogeneoulsy dephased coherence-state and 

converts it to a spatial-spectral population grating at T21 after pulse I. The delay T2,, must 

be less than the dephasing relaxation parameter, T2 = 1/27tA/h (Te. the characteristic time 

in which the coherence state loses its well-defined phase relation due to dynamic
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(homogeneous) relaxation processes and greater than the inverse inhomogeneous 

linewidth, T21 >1/ A/i14 The spatial-spectral grating now contains information about the 

interference pattern (including time delay) of the two pulses, stored in the power 

spectrum of the !BA, given as:

-  K( / ) r + I ^ ( Z ) I ' , o )

where p is the density operator (see reference [15] for a detailed discussion of the density 

operator.).

The persistence of the grating depends upon the upper state lifetime of the 

medium, known as Ti (assuming other grating decay mechanisms are ignored).

A third pulse is then introduced at time t3 < T1. This pulse stimulates an evolving 

coherence state from the spatial-spectral grating that is in the process of inhomogeneous 

rephasing. The effect of the inhomogeneous dephasing that occurred during the first time 

period is eliminated by the inhomogeneous rephasing at T21 after pulse 3. This means the 

inhomogeneously evolving atomic coherence-state then has its relative phase equal to 

zero and the SPE is emitted, so long as the input wave vectors satisfy spatial phase 

matching conditions.

The third pulse also stimulates another set of coherence-state pathways. These 

pathways continue the process of inhomogeneous dephasing, established during the first 

time period, such that if time were run in reverse they would re-phase at r 21 before pulse 

three. This set of pathways is associated with the previously mentioned virtual echo and 

does not in general contribute to an echo signal. However, as will be shown in the 

following sections, there is no violation of causality in this description. The two sets of
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coherence-state pathways are phase conjugate to each other in their evolution as depicted 

in Figure 2.5.

Input Pulse

Coherent Response

Inhomogeneous
Phase(t)

Figure 2.5: Time domain four-wave mixing and corresponding coherence-state phase
evolution.

The temporal delay in spatial-spectral holography introduced as a variant from 

spatial holography establishes a temporal rephasing condition on the SPE event through 

the inhomogeneous broadening mechanism (i.e. an echo occurs only when a coherence 

state evolves in a rephasing manner).

In order to mathematically understand the conjugate nature of the coherent-state 

pathways associated with the SPE and VE, we review time domain 4WM in terms of 

atomic response function theory (see reference [16] for an extensive overview of 

response function theory).
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Pathways of the Atomic Response

Consider a two-level atomic system with excited electronic eigenstate |e >, and 

ground state |g >. The atomic density operator may be expanded in this basis as:

In its matrix form,

X f)=  E  X m (f) |4 (^n-Qyg
m=e,s

(4)

x (f)  A,(f)j
(5)

the diagonal terms represent populations and the off diagonal represent coherence-states 

of the system. The density operator is Hermitian, i.e, peg(t) = p ge* (t), or in terms of

static operator notation, | e)(g | = [] g)(<?|]f .

In quantum mechanics observables have real eigenvalues and are expressed by 

Hermitian operators. The use of complex numbers in QM is seen to be an essential 

feature of the theory17. In this section it will be shown that the Hermitian condition 

forces the system into pathways and in the next section it will be shown that in order to 

describe the system in full, all paths must be accounted for.

In this section, we will graphically depict how a first order waveform statically 

effects the two level system. The following sections will address the dynamic time

evolution.
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The electric field takes the form:

E(r, t) = e(t) exp[z'.(k • x -  cot)] + s* (t) exp[-z'(k • x -  cot)]. (6)

A first order perturbation may take a small portion of the population and create a 

coherence-state or convert a small coherence state into a population (i.e. in equation (5) 

diagonal element ->off - diagonal, and vise versa). If the state is initially pure:

= k ) ( z |-  (?)

It can be perturbed into

= k ) ( 2| (8)

or

(?)

The two Hermitian conjugate coherence-states of equations (8) and (9), can be 

viewed as resulting from the perturbing waveform interacting with the density operator. 

This interaction is diagrammatically expressed with the double-sided Feynman 

diagrams12, 16. The utility of these diagrams is in viewing the pathways in which the 

system may evolve.

Double-sided Feynman Diagrams

When an electric field envelope expressed in complex notation perturbs the 

Hermitian operator, p, the effects may be graphically depicted. In Figure 2.4, two 

parallel lines together represent the ket-bra description of the static portion of the density 

operator. An arrow intersecting one of the lines at a given time represents a time ordered
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interaction with the radiation field. At this point, dynamic evolution of the system is not 

addressed, simply the static effects of the interactions.

A
I ket > < bra |

em ission o f £ je J 3 ^ J *  e m is s io n  o f  £ ^
i (kjX-Q)j t)

time
absorbtionof Sj e {k]X absorbtion o f Sj e l{kjX c0ĵ

Figure 2.6: Interaction of the density operator with perturbative waveforms is
graphically depicted by double-sided Feynman diagrams.

In Figure 2.6, an arrow pointing right constitutes an interaction with Sj^  “°it+,kl r),

and an arrow pointing left is a contribution from it’s conjugate, s*jei>a>1‘ ‘*jr). Arrows 

pointing into (out of) the diagram represent stimulated photon absorption (emission).

This graphical description will be followed through three temporally isolated 

perturbations so as to view the nature of the pathways that the system undergoes in a 

typical SPE experiment. A more rigorous treatment of the pathways and how the echo 

phenomenon occurs will be given in the following sections.
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The effects of the first waveform perturbation on the ground state system is 

diagrammatically expressed in Figure 2.7.

A
A  A 4  4

ti  —

t i m e

e> < g I

I g> < g I

g> < e

g><g

Figure 2.7: The double-sided Feynman diagrams for a first order perturbation.

The two diagrams in Figure 2.6 represent the system being perturbed from an 

initial ground population state, into both an excited-ground {Peg=\e)(g\) and ground-

excited ( p ge = |g )(e |) coherence state. This occurs due to the absorption of

^ gC-Zay-KirOby tlie ket and tke absorption of £*je{l(0̂ lkrr)by the bra.. In a statistical

interpretation of quantum mechanics both paths are taken.

We note that there is the possibility for tOj to combine with the resonant transition 

of the medium, cosg, in a highly oscillatory manner. In this case, it would be possible for 

the absorption (emission) of a photon corresponding to a transition from the excited to 

ground (ground to excited) electronic states. Here, we are only considering the resonant
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effects and ignore this highly oscillatory contribution. This is the so-called rotating wave 

approximation (RWA).

When the system is perturbed by another waveform at time ta, both diagrams of 

Figure 2.7 again have multiple paths. The waveform may affect both the bra and the Icet 

portions of the system, giving rise to either absorption or emission of a photon, which 

results in the coherence-states being converted into populations. In this description, the 

system is considered to follow both pathways, so in general the two diagrams of Figure 

2.7 each contribute to an excited state grating { p ee =|e)(e[) and a ground state grating

(Pgg = |g )(g |)  as shown in Figure 2.8,

A  I \  I

I e x  g I I g > < eI

I g x g  I I g > < gI

t2-

tl-

time

( \
A A A A

e> < e

I e> < g !

I g> < g I

| g > < g |

I e> < g I

| g x g |

t

,— ‘— ,

| e x e |

I g x e l

I g x g l

t

IgXg I

I g x  e I

I g x g l

/

S

Figure 2.8: The double-sided Feynman diagrams for a second time orderd
perturbation.
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Following the same reasoning, each of the four pathways of Figure 2.8 will 

bifurcate again when the system interacts with another pulse at time t3 (see Figure 2.9and 

Figure 2.10). This process is identical to the initial perturbation depicted in Figure 2.7. 

These eight diagrams represent the pathways of the atomic System in a time-domain four-

wave mixing process.

t2- 

tl-

tUTE

|e x e | |gxg|
|e><g| S le><g|

y i |g><g|A
Vv |g><g|A

i l

|e><g|
/ < |g><e| IgxeI

s /

|e><e] |e x e | |gxg|
K A

|e x g | S |e x g | S |e><g I
J ■|g><g| |g><g| |gxg| ■ J

Rl - R*2 R*3

Figure 2.9: The double-sided Feynman diagrams for time domain four-wave mixing.
The eight diagrams of Figures 2.8 and 2.9 create conjugate half spaces labeled R1-R4 and 
R*l-R*4.
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t2- 

tl-

t i n e

y
e><e

|g><e|:

|g><g|
K

y
^ Ii  /

^ ii  / i  ( A

I GXgi
|g><e| |g><e|

|e x e | |e x e | |g><g| '

/ |g><e| / |g><e| , |g><e|

|g><g| K |g><g| n |g><g|

R*1 R*4

Figure 2.10: The double-sided Feynman diagrams for time domain four-wave mixing.
The eight diagrams of Figures 2.8 and 2.9 create conjugate half spaces labeled R1-R4 and 
R*l-R*4.

The double-sided Feynman diagrams for time-domain four-wave mixing in a two 

level system are labeled with R values because, as will be shown in the next section, they 

are graphic representations of the atomic response functions. The eight diagrams R1-R4 

and R*l-R*4 express the entire response and create conjugate half-spaces. This is seen 

by flipping R1-R4 diagrams about a vertical axis, replicating the R*l-R*4 pathways;
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effectively switching every interaction with e;e( iajit+lk,'r) to £*Je0aijt lkj'r) and vise versa, 

for a given diagram.

The diagrams also give the phase matching, frequency mixing, and field envelope 

terms of the 4WM signal. The arrows for each pathway relate such information by 

reading off the sequence of waveform contributions. For example, R2 and R3 have

contributions from e*ie0“lt~lll'r}, £2e^Whl+ll2'r) and £zehWhHllz'r) sequentially. Although the 

individual time ordered physical processes for R2 and R3 are different (i.e. absorption 

and emission) the phase matching and wave mixing are the same. This is summarized for 

all eight pathways in table I.

Table I: Paths, wave-vectors and envelope mixing for resonant TD4WM.________
PATHWAY PHASE MATCHING WAVE-MIXING

R1,R4 !(signal — kl-k2+k3 SiS 2S3

R2,R3 k signal = k2-kl+k3 S^S2S3

R*l, R*4 "k signal = -ki+ka-kg S'iSzS's

R*2, R"3 -k signal = ki-k2-k3 SiS'iS'g

In the following analysis, we will only be concerned with the R1-R4 pathways. In 

the end, all paths must be considered in order to have a real output. In order to 

understand how the various pathways undergo the dynamic time evolution associated 

with the re-phasing condition of the SPE and the de-phasing condition associated with the 

VC, we next investigate the time evolution of the atomic response. This mathematical 

formulation will lead naturally to the pathways graphically depicted by the double-sided
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Feynman diagrams of this section, as well as motivating the resulting macroscopic 

polarization responsible for the 4WM signal.

Green Function Perturbative Expansion

In a mathematical sense, Green functions are solutions to the partial differential 

equations of physics with a Dirac delta function as a driving term. Green function 

analysis is one of the most general and encompassing formulations of physics, insofar as 

its usefulness in describing a system evolving under a perturbative interaction. This is 

because a delta function impulse is a mathematically fundamental perturbation.

In quantum dynamics, operators either act to describe the functional evolution of 

a system (Schrodinger picture), or they evolve themselves, describing that aspect (the 

operator) of the system’s evolution (Heisenberg picture). The time evolution operator of 

quantum dynamics,

17(f,r0) = exp[~.H r(?-f0)] (10)
n

when operating on a system, describes the propagation of that system:

\a,t0,t) = U(t,t0)\a ,t0) (11)

In the Heisenberg picture the system is entirely described by the evolution of the 

time evolution operator, which obeys the Schrodinger equation.

#c/(f,?o) (12)at

Here H  represents the Hamiltonian of the system Hr = Hr0 + H7 (f).
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The time evolution operator may be decomposed as U(/:, t0) = U0 (T)U1 (t,). Where T is 
the time period between interactions and tl is the time of the interaction.

In time domain wave mixing, we want to find U(t,to) for interaction potentials 

(TT/s) applied at different times. To this end we rely on the solution known as the Dyson 

series17 which describes the systems behavior under time ordered interactions.

~ f  i Y r°° r~ (13)
S T J0 d t2i]0 ^ 32-Jo d ^ - O ljO - O h I (O -U o(h iW i (kW o( ^ d n i (tJJo(tVt0)

Equation(IS), applied to the initial state, describes the evolution of the system 

after n, non-commuting, time ordered perturbations.

S J”Jt21 [ d,T32...ĵ  d(t tn)U0(t tn)H!(tn)...U0(T32)H!(t2)U0(T21)HI(t1')UQ(t1 0̂)]
(14)

The first term in the series expressed by equations (13) represents the zero order 

state. Next, the interaction potential is coupled to the zero order term; considered a first 

order perturbation. The next term describes, in full, a second order perturbation; coupling 

the first order perturbed term to another perturbative potential. The expansion goes on 

describing higher orders of perturbations.

The principle of composition states that a time translation may be broken up into 

‘smaller’ consecutive translations as,

a , Z0,^ )  = [/(fa.fJE / (fi,f0) |a , f o ) . (15)

so long as the time ordering is consecutive.

Due to the nature of quantum mechanical time and energy parameter relations, 

(i.e. uncertainty, Fourier relations), we expect the time evolution of such a system to be 

related to the energy evolution. To this extent the retarded QM Green function is 

introduced in terms of the quantum time evolution operator as,

G(Tt0)= 0(t-to)U(t,to) . ( 16)



Here, 9{<u) is the Heavyside step function (9 (T)=I for r  > 0;9(t)=0 for t<0). Note that 

the presence of the Heavyside step function in the Green function ensures that the 

response of the quantum system to,a perturbative impulse is causal.

The corresponding green function equation is:

. ' (I?)
at

Equations (16) and (17) illuminate how a delta function in the interaction perturbation, 

represents a step function in the time evolution of the system.

The time-domain Green function transforms into a frequency domain entity 

through the Laplace-Fourier relations16,17:

G(f-fo) = --^ 7 d E e x p [-lE (f-r J ]G (E ) (18)
2 m  J Ti

■ G(E) = - J  j  d t G ( t - t0) e x p [ ^ E ( t - t 0)]

where the frequency domain Green function takes the form:

I
G(E) =

E - H  + is

(19)

(20)

In order to understand the role that the Green function propagator plays in the 

dynamics of the atomic response, we next consider the Schrodinger equation in Liouville 

space with damped-driven dipole interaction in a two level atomic system.



Evolution

The time dependent Schrodinger equation of motion (SE) governs the evolution 

of a quantum system interacting with potentials. The quantum system of interest is the 

two level atom interacting with a perturbative waveform coupled through the dipole 

potential.

A

E nergy

e >

| g >
Ej (r, t) = Sj ($) QxpliikjX-CQjt)]+

Sj (t) ̂ [ -K k jX-COjt)]

Figure 2.11: An optical waveform interacting with a two level atomic system.

The Liouville space Schrodinger equation describes the evolution of the atomic 

density operator

2 ^ - =  -  A -C  p  . (2i)
a t  Ti

Here, the Schrodinger equation is of the same form as when it acts on a quantum 

mechanical wave function, but is now governing the evolution of the density operator. 

This approach to the evolution of the density operator highlights the interchange between
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coherence-states and populations. For an extensive treatment of the Schrodinger equation 

in Liouville space see reference [16].

The density operator is now in vector form,

I PO)) =
p«0)
P;«0)
P«,0)

(22)

The energy (atomic and interaction) is now described through the Liouville super

operator, X, where each element of a 4 by 4 matrix is defined through its action on a 

Hermitian operator.

£  = X 0 + Xint ( f ) . (23)

XittX f) = E , ( f ) T (24)

^p = [V ,p ] (25)

In equation (23), -C0P = [ H0, p ] , and the interaction super-operator, T ,

couples the four density states (pgg, pee, peg, pSe) to each other( the electric field of 

equation (24) is real).

rV T -T T
S B ,  S S S S , e e S S  , e g S B ,  S e

T T’ee,gg ae.ee ee.eg ee.ge
-T T rV T

e g ,  S S ez.ee eg.eg eg.ge
T

S e ,  S S
-rVge.ee Tge.eg q/ge.ge

The matrix elements of equation (26) are operators defined by their action:

(26)

lCjkjrmPmn ^jmPmn^kn Pm iy kn̂ jm (27)
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Equation(27) is the Liouville expression for the commutation relations. This operation 

couples the initial state, pm,h to the final state, pjk- In equation (25), V is the dipole 

operator described as,

V(r) = ]?qa( r - r a). (28)
a

The sum runs over electrons and nuclei (a), with charge q and position r. In equation (27) 

V0- =(z'|y| j ) . Assuming no permanent dipole in the medium and no second order 

interaction,

rFu1H = O 

rFij1Ij = O -}  —
No permmant dipole

rFijji = O 

rFiijj = O -
No second order coupling

the interaction tetradic matrix applied to a ground initial state, pgs, is:

O O -rFSS.eg rFgg.ge
O O rFee,eg -rFee,ge O

-rFeg,gg rFeg,ee O O O
rFge,gg -<yge,ee O O O

r̂ egtgg Pgg ^̂ ge.gg-Pgg

%%Pgg Pgĝ ge

(29)

The initial ground state may be perturbed into either of the coherence states, pse, 

or pes, as graphically described by the Feynman diagrams of Figure 2.7.

Thus far, phase evolution has not been addressed. The previous mentioned Green 

function propagator taking its Liouville-space form,
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G =  (30)

describes the dynamic time evolution. This operator is defined by its action on an initial 

state in Liouville space.

a  M a = V 1"-''1 (31)

here, Hoi represents the energy eigenvalue of the ith state. The initial state coupled to the 

electric field through dipole interaction, is then propagated, yielding two evolution 

pathways. The first order perturbative expansion of the density operator is described with 

the aid of equations (13), (24) and (29) as:

P m  ( 0  =  - ‘ r  -T  ) .(32)
KflJ o

The paths,

i , A ,

(33)
I, A ,(——//„ T) (—//gT)

of equation (29), describe the evolution of the system until another perturbation occurs 

after a period, r. The initial states first order perturbative evolution, described by 

equation (33), may then be perturbed again and undergo subsequent evolution. This is 

precisely described by the Dyson series of equation (13). However, due to the nature of 

coupling in Liouville space, the integral expressed in equation (14) contains multiple 

pathways. The system, in going from the pure initial state to the final coherence-state, is 

allowed various pathways specifically because the system is Hermitian.
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■ The motivation behind applying' equation (33) into equation (14) is expressed 

through the Feynman calculus and is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for a 

lighter treatise on the relation between the green function evolution operator and the 

allowed paths, ultimately connected to the composition relation of equation (16), (see 

reference [17, 18 ]).

Each of the dynamic evolutions described by equation (33) is considered a 

Liouville-space generating function (LGF). The LGF’s constitute the atomic portion of 

the overall semi-classical description. This is due to the electric field not appearing in 

equation (24). When the field is included, the expectation value of the dipole operator is 

the macroscopic polarization. When the field is not included, we are left with the atomic 

response function (see equation (47)), which, in principle, contains all of the microscopic 

information of the system16. The present formulation is continued through the entire 

4WM input sequence. The field is then considered in order to determine the TD4WM 

signal.

We follow this line of reasoning through three orders of perturbation in all, 

yielding eight pathways directly related to the eight Feynman diagrams of Figure 2.9 and 

Figure 2.10. For sake of brevity, we will only shown the pathways R1-R4. In the end the 

conjugate paths, R*l-R*4 must also be accounted for in order to have a real signal.

(34)

A(?2i+?32 + (f-f3)) = e A (̂ 21+
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PiirIi) ~ e 

A  (̂ 21 + ̂ 32 + (? _ ?3 )) = 6
(-̂ «.('-<3)) .

P l  i r 21 "*" r I l  ̂ e g 6

(35)

Piirii) — e 

PlirU r̂ril) = e

P l  i p 11 r i l  4" (̂  — ̂ 3 )) — ^

I, , 1 ,

i , , i ,

i ,
^egPl ip 11 rll) e

(^(/-«3))

(36)

A ( ^ i ) = e

A (̂ 21 + % ) = (^i)g^^^^ (37)

A(?21+?32+(f-f3)) = ^  ^% P4(^21+^32k^'^

Equations (34)-(37) describe the interaction and evolution of the system for the 

four Liouville pathways, R1-R4. Here, A (^21+^32+ (̂  "^3)) with Qf= I -4, are the time- 

domain 4WM Liouville Generating Functions. This representation is a path integral16. 

Equation (32) expressed for TD4WM is:

jo^(f) = -
'  i Y3)

Jri(t 3̂) J 6^32 J" ̂ rIiP irn 4" rn 4" if (3)) (38)

£ ( r , t -  r3 ) £ ( r , t - 13 -  T32 )E ( r , i - 13 -  T32 -  T21)

where
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P ( T 21 + T 32 +  C t - ^ 3 ) )  ~  X l  e ) ^  (^ 2 1  + ̂ 3 2  + (̂  _  ?3 )) ( ^  I
OT=I

4 '

~ ^ lg ) p fa(r21+'r32 + ( t~ t3)){e \
(39)

This representation describes the interchange of population and coherence 

evolution periods. A key feature of the evolution described in equations (34)-(37) is the 

nature of the phase dynamics in the periods T21 and t - Z3of pa(t21 +T32 + ( t - t3)). For 

a  = 2, 3, the evolution described by the Green function propagators during the two 

periods are phase conjugate. One set has rephasing behavior of the coherence state, 

which eliminates the effects of inhomogeneous dephasing when t-tg = T21, For <2 = 1,4 

the phase evolution is not conjugate during the two time periods so that the phase 

established in the first period, simply continues to evolve in a de-phasing manner during 

t3. This then describes the conjugate nature of the pathways depicted with the TD4WM 

Feynman diagrams.

The general character of the inhomogeneous phase evolution of all paths for the 

three time periods is depicted in Figure 2.12. There are four, instead of eight, paths 

needed to describe the inhomogeneous phase evolution of the system. This is because the 

inhomogeneous phase evolution leads to a real electric field output. and therefore 

conjugate terms of equation (39) experience the same inhomogeneous phase behavior.
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Input Pulse 
Coherent Response

Figure 2.12: Time-domain 4WM input sequence with corresponding coherence-state
phase evolution.

Figure 2.12 describes the inhomogeneous phase evolution of the system for 

TD4WM. The third pulse stimulates conjugate phase evolution paths from the excited 

and ground state gratings which are represented by sets of parallel lines in Figure 2.12. 

One path stimulated from each grating is undergoing inhomogeneous rephasing, while 

another continues to undergo inhomogeneous dephasing. At T21 after pulse 3 the 

oscillating dipoles are rephased and the stimulated photon echo is emitted.

Next, we relate the atomic response function and the macroscopic polarization, 

ultimately responsible for the echo signal.
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The Atomic Response in Time Domain Four-Wave Mixing

The macroscopic polarization,, P (r ,t)  , is the medium’s source term for the 

Maxwell equation. We are therefore most interested in how to describe the polarization 

in terms of an atomic response to input waveforms. The semi-classical equations of 

interest are the Maxwell-Liouville equations16, given as:

C O t C Ot

P(r,t)=Tr[Vp(t)], (41)

I T -  = -  ' (42)o t  fi

A perturbative expansion, of the space and time dependant polarization P(r,t), to 

the nth power in the radiation field, where input waveforms act to first order, is given by 

the expectation value of the dipole operator with the density operator being expanded to 

the nth order in the field.

f (" )(r ,t )=  TrIV/" ) ( ( ) ]  (43)

In order to find the polarization to third order in the field, it is only necessary to find the 

density operator expressed to third order. As stated earlier, the perturbative expansion of 

the density operator is semi-classical. The atomic nature of the density operators’ 

evolution is given by the LGF’s of the previous section. In analogy to equation (46), we 

can define the third order atomic response function, Ra( ( t - t3),r21,T32) , as the 

expectation of the dipole transition (ignoring the field).
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R a  (.(? 3̂ )’ ̂ 21 ’ ̂ 32 ) > P a  (̂ 21 ™*~ ̂ 32 "*™ 3̂ ))] (44)

Here, a= l,...,4  and Pa^ 2l +T32 + (r - r3)) are the LGF’s of equations (34)-(37).

It is now convenient to separate this response function into homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous contributions as follows:

Here, T21,T32) is the homogeneous contribution to the nonlinear response

representing the dynamic contributions to the response function in the absence of 

inhomogeneous broadening. The inhomogeneous portion, %(f3 +T21) , represents the 

static contribution and is the inverse Fourier transform of the inhomogeneous frequency 

distribution, g{co).

%(t) represents the inhomogeneous dephasing or rephasing behavior of the system. This 

function not only peaks or decays with the TD4WM signal but also contains the pertinent 

frequency information of the spectral grating.

be expressed in terms of the nonlinear response functions, R a ((f -  Z3), T21, T32) , as:

((f  -  fs ), , T32) =  ((f  -  fa ), T21, T32)% ((f -  f, ) ±  T21) (45)

(0.46)

The third order nonlinear polarization, responsible for the TD4WM signal, may
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with the spatial phase matching conditions given by (see table 1):

ka = k3 +k2 - E 1 (48)

k%=k3- k 2+k1 (49)

The elimination of the inhomogeneous dephasing process by the rephasing of each 

member of the inhomogeneous ensemble is the key to the SPE event, which reaches its 

maximum intensity at ^ t 3-T 21 =0).  For the given conditions, only the first term of

equation (47) will contribute to the echo signal. In order for +T21 =0),  h would 

have to have a value of -Tzi. This violates the causal principle, however because of the 

causal form of the green function propagators, there is no mathematical inconsistency. 

The second term of equation (49) does not contribute to the SPE signal because the 

inhomogeneous contribution is negligable, as given by %(f3 + T21 = 0). The connection to 

the phase evolution is specifically described in the propagation period t3 of equations (34) 

-(37), where rephasing occurs under the condition [Geg {{t - t 3) -  T21))] = Gge(T21) of

equations (35) and (36).

The double-sided Feynman diagrams, for optical coherent transient TD4WM in a 

two level system that contribute to the SPE event are given in Figure 2.11, including the 

corresponding propagators.
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Figure 2.13: The double-sided Feynman diagrams of time-domain four wave-mixing
(SPE contribution).

Thus we' have shown that only the first term of equation (47) contributes to the 

SPE event. The experimental undertaking of this study is to interact with the second term 

of equation(47) (response function pathways R l, R4), which does not participate in the 

SPE event, and experimentally verify their relationship to the R2, R3 pathways.

Correspondence

We are now in a position to qualitatively address the correspondence of the 

holographic events by letting T21 increase from zero. This corresponds to transforming a 

spatial holographic grating to a frequency domain grating. In the case of a spatially 

modulated grating, part of the recall pulse scatters symmetrically to both sides. As the
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delay is increased, only a single holographic event (SPE) is emitted from the three beam 

input scheme as described in this chapter. This loss of scattering symmetry is due to the 

spatial grating being replaced by a spatial-spectral grating as T21 is increased from zero15. 

This can be understood through the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations which relate a 

frequency grating to an index of refraction grating that in turn implies a time delay of the 

scattered waveform. And due to an upper limit on the speed of light, scattering can not 

occur in the time forward direction. In the TD4WM theory presently developed, it 

appears that the holographic symmetry of a phase conjugate response pair, found in the 

first order scattered electric fields of spatial holography, is retained in the coherence-state 

pathways of spatial-spectral holography. The impelling evidence is that both the spatial 

grating and the spectral grating response satisfy identical spatial phase matching 

conditions, and both have a phase-conjugation-symmetry associated with the holographic 

process.

The experimental work in this thesis quantitatively relates the phase conjugate set 

of coherence-state pathways represented by Rf, R4 and R2, R3. This is accomplished 

through a six-wave mixing input scheme that rephases both of the conjugate paths to emit 

echo signals. These signals are then characterized.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Introduction

Energy source studies of the SPE19 indicate that the 4WM coherence-state energy 

is reduced on the order of -10% after the echo event. Therefore a portion of the ions 

involved in the 4WM coherence-state are unaltered by the SPE event and continue their 

phase evolution. Then, all coherence-state pathways are undergoing inhomogeneous 

dephasing (see Figure 2.12). If a yr-pulse is input into the system after the SPE, then the 

phase evolution of the coherence-state would be inverted causing all coherence-state 

pathways to undergo inhomogeneous rephasing. The result of this scenario would be the 

emission of time-ordered echo events associated with the conjugate 4WM coherence- 

state paths (depicted in Figure 3.1). This technique constitutes a six-wave mixing (6WM) 

process, and has the advantage of exploiting the fully rephased character of all paths. 

Through this technique, the experimental studies presented in this thesis qualitatively 

measure the relation between coherence-state pathways associated with the SPE and VE.
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Six Wave-Mixing

If the 7r-pulse (pulse 4) is introduced after the SPE, then all four response function 

pathways (R1-R4) rephase to emit echoes, called here the rephased SPE (R-SPE) and 

rephased VE (R-VE).

Input Pulse 
Coherent Response

R-VER-SPEField

time

Inhomogeneous 
Phase (t)

Figure 3.1: The six wave-mixing technique used to rephase all four wave-mixing
coherence-state paths.

It is interesting to note that the R-SPE may be viewed as a second order echo. 

This is to say, in a two-pulse photon echo experiment l5, pulse I creates a coherence- 

state, which at a later time undergoes inhomogeneous rephasing due to a 7r-pulse,
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resulting in a two pulse photon echo (PE). In contrast, the SPE is a pulse that was created 

by a coherence-state. However, at the time of the SPE, whether the coherence created the 

pulse or the pulse, created the coherence, the subsequent evolution of that coherence-state 

pathway is identical. The R-SPE can then be thought of as a two-pulse photon echo of 

the SPE-E4 sequence. The 7r-pulse inverts the phase evolution of all coherence-state 

paths. If the SPE pathways were the only existing coherence-state terms during the 

evolution period T32, then the VC would not rephase to emit a signal. However, due to 

the nature of the pathologies of the 4WM sequence, the R l, R4 coherence-state pathways 

also undergo rephasing, resulting in the emission of the R-VE.

Experiments

The R-SPE and R-VE are characterized as follows: Experiment I verifies that the 

signals are products of the 6WM process by fixing the pulse input timing and decreasing 

the area of pulse 4 (S4). This has the effect of increasing any 4WM signal and decreasing 

any 6WM signal that pulse 4 is involved in. Experiment II measures the dynamic 

coherence loss (loss of relative phase of the coherence-state) as a function of echo signal 

attenuation, by varying t 2i . Coherence loss is a measure of the lifetime of a coherence- 

state and therefore relates the 6WM signals to a common coherence-state origin. Lastly, 

Experiment HI verifies the phase conjugate nature of the 6WM signals. When a 

temporally complex waveform is introduced for pulse 2 and 3, the 4WM signal (SPE) 

represents a time-domain auto-convolution of the complex waveform, whereas the VE 

represents a time-domain auto-correlation. The distinction between time-domain
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correlation and convolution is a temporal inversion20 in the signal processing. This 

expresses the phase-conjugate nature of the two pathways.

Experimental Set-Up

The experimental set-up used in all the experiments presented in this thesis is 

depicted in Figure 3.2.

793nm

Detector
AOM

X-TAL

Ar+ pump laser

Figure 3.2: Six wave-mixing experimental aparatus.

All experiments are done in a 7mm long Tnr+ .YAG crystal (.1 at. %), held at 

4.4K with a continues flow liquid helium cold-finger cryostat. The laser system consists 

of an argon-ion (16.4 W) pumped Ti: saphire ring-laser (1.5 W), single-mode frequency 

locked at 793nm, resonant with the 3ZZ6 —>3 ZZ4 transition of the thulium ion. The linear
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polarized beam was crafted into pulsed waveforms by an acousto-optic modulator driven 

by a 1.0 GHz arbitrary waveform generator, then focused in a 200 pm spot (1/e2 

diameter) in the crystal along a direction parallel to a single dipole orientation. All 

experiments were performed on a single beam due to the time-ordered nature of the 4WM 

and 6WM signals. Temporal gating of the pulse sequence was accomplished with delay 

electronics. The signals were detected with a FND 100 photo-diode and captured on a 

TEK digital oscilloscope averaging 256 times.

An optimized (yr-pulse) was found through the optical nutation technique of 

Sun21. Keeping the bandwidth constant, the power of the Tr-pulse was quartered to 

produce the ^/2-pulse waveforms.

Material Considerations

As stated earlier, the SPE is a product of time ordered resonant pulses interacting 

with a medium that is inhomogeneously broadened in its electronic absorption spectrum. 

The coupling to the thermal bath is the dominant inhibitor of the rephasing process and 

constrains the echo experiment to an ultra-cold environment achieved through a table-top 

cryogenic system. Scientific Material Corp. prepared the single dipole Tm3+: YAG 

sample. The parameters for the 7mm long Tm3"1": YAG (at. .1%) crystal are given in table 

2, where Ti is the inhomogeneous linewidth, T2 is the dephasing relaxation parameter, Ti 

is the upper-state lifetime and a  is the absorption coefficient.

The experimentally measured dephasing relaxation time (T2) was found by 

assuming exponential signal decay and measuring the SPE from a traditional input
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sequence while changing T21 and looking for the signal intensity to drop by 1/e, that being 

a general indicator of Ta (see equation (50)).

The absorption length (orL) was found by introducing a weak waveform into the 

material and measuring the change in absorption of the pulse as it was tuned off 

resonance.

Table 2: Tm3+: YAG (at. .1%) 7.0-mm parameters:
■ PARAMATER VALUE

P1 17GHz

T2 23.4/is

Ti 800 /is

a 1.5cm'1

Experiment I: 4WM and 6WM Signal Dependence on 9a

In practice, the 6WM input scheme of Figure 3.1 will produce other signals due to 

4WM processes with which pulse 4 is involved. Pulse 4 may act like a ^/2-pulse and 

scatter off the spatial-spectral grating to produce a SPE from the Ei, E2, E4 sequence. As 

well, pulse 3 and pulse 4 together can produce a two pulse photon echo. These, along 

with the R-SPE and R-VE are the dominant signals of the total 6WM input sequence,

depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Each of the echo signals occurring in the time-domain t > t4 may be verified by 

reducing the area of pulse 4 (^(initially optimized as a 7r-pulse). The corresponding 

increase (decrease) in signal intensity corresponds to O4 acting as a /r-pulse (^/2 -pulse). 

The area of pulse 4 is reduced, by decreasing the electric field amplitude through the 

arbitrary waveform generator.

" "  Input Pulse 

'...........' Coherent Response

Fa,U

Figure 3.3: The expected four and six wave-mixing signals generated from the 6 WM
input scheme.

The expected signal outputs for the 6 WM technique are given in Figure 3.3. The 

four entities shown rely on the area of pulse 4 in different ways. The R-SPE, R-VE, and 

2PE3, 4 are optimized for pulse 4 to have an area, O4 = n. The SPE (ei, e2, E4) is optimized if 

O4 = 7r/2 .

The captured signals for 6 WM with variable O4 are given in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 

and Figure 3. 6 . Figure 3.4 shows the captured pulse sequence, beginning at t3. Figure
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3.4 shows the dependence of the latter three signals on 04, R-SPE, PE (E3, E4) and R-VE, 

time ordered respectively.

In Figures 3.5 and 3.6, 04 is initially optimized as a yr-pulse, given by the (□) 

trace. The area is subsequently reduced in two steps, given by the (A) and (□) traces 

respectively. The reduction in signal intensity with decreasing #4, for the three echoes, 

demonstrates their dependence on pules 4 acting to second order in the field. Figure 3.6 

shows SPE (Ei, E2, E4) for the same capture sequence. The signal increases with 

reduction in 04, demonstrating its dependence on pulse 4 acting to first order in the field.

b + time (jjs)

Figure 3.4: Six wave-mixing with variable 64.
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Figure 3.5: Six wave-m ixing w ith variable 9a. Signal attenuation of R -SPE, PE(E3, E4) 
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Experiment]!: 6WM with Variable r?!

Coherence loss is a non-reversible loss of phase relation between the frequency 

components of the coherence-state, as described in the ‘material considerations’ section.. 

It is phenomenologically modeled as exponential signal attenuation (equation (50)) 

dependent upon the coherence time, tcoh (the time that the system spends in a coherence- 

state).

- 2tCOh

/  = V  %

The expected coherence time of the R-SPE and R-VE is given as:

^coh(R-SPE) ^ 4  ^ t 3 

t  COh(R-VE) =  2 t 4 - 2 t 3 - 2 T 21

(50)

(51)

Although the R-SPE and R-VE are temporally unique, as t2i approaches zero the 

two signals should converge on a common intensity and temporal location, as given by 

equation (50) and (51). The coherence time of the R-SPE is independent of T2I,while the 

R-VE is dependant upon 2t2v This implies that a variation in r 2i will not effect the R- 

SPE intensity, only its temporal location. Conversely, the R-VE will attenuate according 

to equation (50).

Six wave-mixing with brief (80ns) pulses is experimentally demonstrated with the 

delay, r 2i, being varied from .32 pis to2.24 pis in .32 pis intervals. The captured 

waveforms are shown in Figure 3.7 and the intensities of the R-SPE (n’s) and R-VE (A’s) 

versus r 2i is plotted in Figure 3.8, along with theoretical curves.
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The upper theoretical curve in Figure 3.8 represents the average of the detected R- 

SPE signals. The lower curve is then fit to the t2i=0 point of the upper curve and given 

the expected exponential signal attenuation of equation (50). Note the correlation of the 

two captured signals’ deviance from the theoretical curves for a given value of T2I. We 

attribute this to the laser system’s power fluctuation on the time scale between data 

captures as r 2i was varied.

Experiment HI: 6WM with 5-Bit Bi-Phase Barker Codes .

It is possible to quantify the phase-conjugate nature of the coherence-state 

pathways by introducing temporally complex, asymmetric waveforms. If pulse I is a 

brief reference pulse while pulse2 and 3 are complex waveforms, then the phase 

conjugate nature between the SPE and VE is expressed through temporal correlation and 

convolution. This is seen by rewriting equation (38) in terms of correlation and 

convolution integrals.

(f) -  [[Ei (0 ® E2 (f)] * 2 , (f -  W  + [Ej (f) ® E, (f)] (8 2 , (f -  fyc)] (52)

Here, * and <g> represent temporal convolution and cross-correlation respectively. 

The coherence rephasing time is given by:

ŜPE H "*"̂2 ■ A (53)

V̂E ~ A ~^2 ' (54)

The expressions in equation (52) assumes that pulse I is temporally symmetric 

(El (t) = E l (-t)) and that pulse two and three are arbitrary waveforms. The second term
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of equation (52) is the coherence pathway responsible for the ‘virtual’ echo. As shown in 

equation (54), the VE has rephasing character at T21 before pulse three. The difference in 

the two terms of equation (52) is now clearly distinguishable. The spatial-spectral grating 

is represented by the cross-correlation of Ex{t) with E2 (t). The recall pulse, E3 (t) , then 

is either convolved (SPE) or correlated (VE) with the grating.

The optical processing character of the coherence-state, expressed by equation 

(52), is experimentally demonstrated by using a brief 80ns waveform for pulse I and a 5- 

bit bi-phase retum-to-zero barker code (5b-bc) sequence for waveform 2. The sequence 

code {1,1,1, -1,1}, where the negative bit indicates a jz phase shift of the waveform, is 

generated through the AOM. The resulting spectral interference pattern records the 

temporal complexity of the 5b-bc. Choosing pulse 3 to be the same 5b-bc then exploits 

the high auto-correlation to side-lobe ratio of the barker code as 25 to I for the VE and a 

peak intensity ratio of 9:4:1 for the SPE22.

Six wave-mixing using the 5b-bc is depicted in Figure 3.9. The 4WM signals that 

pulse 4 participates in are not depicted. The experimental capture of six-wave mixing is 

shown on Figure 3.10 and contains the 4WM signals SPE(E1, E2, E4) and PE (E3, E4) 

which attempt to be replicas of the 5b-bc.
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Input Pulse (field)

Coherent Response (Intensity)

VE E4(t),t4 R-VE

E l (t),tl R-SPE

E2(t),U

Intensity

time

Figure 3.9: Six-wave mixing with the 5b-bc (4WM signals ignored).

5b-bc (pulse 3)

SPE
(E1,E2,E4)

R-VEPE
(E1,E2,E4)

R-SPE

Figure 3.10: Captured signals of 6WM with 5b-bc.
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CHAPTER 4 

SUMMARY

The conjugate coherence-state pathways of time-domain four-wave mixing were 

characterized through six-wave mixing echo experiments. The time ordered echoes were 

verified to be six-wave mixing signals through an attenuation of 04, resulting in an 

attenuation of the 6WM signal intensity. The coherence-state pathways were related to a 

common temporal origin through their mutual coherence decay. The phase conjugate 

nature of the paths was established through optical processing of a complex waveforms, 

resulting in the output signals representing an auto-correlation and auto-convolution of 

the complex waveform.

This work verifies that as T21 is increased from zero, the phase conjugate 

symmetry, found in the electric fields of classical holography, is retained in the 

coherence-state pathways of frequency holography.

Further studies on the relation between the conjugate coherence-state paths of 

4WM could explore the response of one when the other is being interfered with by 

another waveform. For example, let t4 < t spe and note the effects on the R-VE, or let 

t4 = tspe and frequency chirp pulse 4, noting the effects on the R-VE.
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